Vancouver 2015 Casual Process - Sequenced List (Names) by Sequence Number

ILWU/PMA JOINT DISCLAIMER
VANCOUVER CASUAL PROCESSING LIST

Attached is the List of those selected in the January 8, 2016 random draw for potential processing toward Identified Casual status in the Port of Vancouver. The List will be used in sequence to fill any Vancouver needs for new casuals through June 24, 2017. Any names remaining on the List as of June 24, 2017 shall be purged from the process. In future processes, individuals shall have no rights to consideration based on prior inclusion on the List but shall be afforded equal opportunity with others to apply should a new List be established. Those to whom processing may be offered will be contacted if and when they will be offered testing for potential casual work. Candidates who satisfy all screening and testing requirements will become eligible for placement on the Identified Casual List from which longshore work is dispatched. Make sure you read and understand the full Disclaimer stated below.

Submitting a postcard, interest card, or application, having a card selected in a draw, having a card sequenced and placed on a posted List, being contacted for testing/processing, and the stated procedures for casual processing do not offer or guarantee processing, employment or continued employment, particular procedures (including testing or retesting) or promotion. No reliance should be placed upon any of these steps, none of which forms a contract or creates any binding obligations upon PMA or ILWU towards you. The parties to the governing collective bargaining agreement (the “Pacific Coast Longshore Contract Document,” PCLCD), through the Joint Labor Relations Committees (“LRCs”) may, by joint agreement and in their discretion, at any time without notice, change or revoke the procedures for hiring, promotion, and employment in the longshore industry.

Anyone placed on a List may be disqualified from processing, employment, continued employment etc., and lose all opportunity for dispatch privileges or continued dispatch privileges in the industry, if s/he is found for any reason to have been ineligible for processing. Disqualification may occur at any time, before or after the draw, after placement on a List or initiation of processing, or thereafter (regardless of whether Identified Casual or Registration status had already been achieved) for reasons such as failing to follow all the directions given for properly submitting a card to the draw. This means, for example, that if someone submitted more than one card to the draw and that is discovered after one of his/her cards is drawn and his/her name is placed on a processing List, s/he can still be disqualified from employment in the industry, without any consequences to the PMA or ILWU. Casual longshore processing and any casual longshore employment may be terminated at any time for any reason as determined by the LRCs. Those selected for processing must comply with all required procedures, as they may change from time to time. Applicants are responsible for keeping the Joint Port Labor Relations Committee advised of their current contact information in writing as referenced below. Any disputes or claims about any aspect of this casual processing program must be in writing and received by the JPLRC within ten (10) days of the source of the complaint at:
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Vancouver JPLRC – Casual Processing Grievance
101 SW Main Street, Suite 330, Portland, OR 97204
Portland, OR 97204

No extensions. LRC decisions on grievances are final and binding.

This Processing List will be posted for thirty days through the PMA website (PMANET.ORG).
1. ERIC LOWELL BATE
2. CHAZ WILSON SINCLAIR
3. DANIEL WALTER MINICH
4. MATTHEW GARRETT ELLIS
5. ADAM EDWARD FOSBRE
6. ALISHA ROSE BERNHARDT
7. JAMES JOSEPH DONNELLY
8. SARAH MARIE MINICH
9. AARON E FOX
10. MATT J FULLER
11. CHACE JON JEFFERY CORBETT TWIET
12. AARON KEITH DAVIS
13. ANGELA D TIMMINS
14. TAYA SNIDER(REICH)
15. VALLERY PRESTON ROBERTS
16. GREG ALAN KAPHAMMER
17. AARON PERRY TIMM
18. ADAM ROCKNE FOSHAWG
19. FORREST MICHAEL GUSTIN
20. MARTHA COLLINS
21. SCOTT RANDALL HEUBERGER
22. TODD EUGENE SMITH
23. ANDREW PHILLIP VANDORN
24. SCOTT MATTHEW NELSEN
25. TROY DANIEL PULLIAM
26. AMMON THOMAS TOKUJIRO KENANI DEBORD
27. NICHOLLE LEA BROADHEAD
28. WENDY REGINA ADES
29. RICHARD ALLEN ROBERTS
30. CHASE ALASTAIR LONDON
31. THOMAS AVERY EASTER
32. CHRISTOPHER PAUL WILLIAMS
33. RICHARD KEITH TIDWELL
34. RYAN ANTHONY STODDARD
35. GARY IRWIN McMERRICK
36. JEFFREY FRANKLIN THOMPSON
37. REECE AARON CRONE
38. RICKEY ALLEN MARTIN
39. RYAN TYLER THOMPSON
40. COURTNEY NICHOLE RAILING
41. THOMAS ETHAN STRAIGHT
42. BRADY SCOTT NELSON
43. NATHAN D. DEARING
44. ANDRIA NICOLE CALDWELL
45. DAVID ALAN EAKER-ALBRIGHT
46. SAMUEL AUSTIN GERMANO
47. BRANDON MICHAEL VAIL
48. CODEE ANTHONY HOUSTON
49. DAVID SCOTT BOWERS
50. ADONIS XAVIER MOTT
51. SETH RAYMOND HUNT
52. TIA RAE SALDIVAR
53. JOSEPH YOJI SATO
54. KENDRA MARCIA MCDONALD
55. DANIEL WESLEY SULLIVAN
56. DAKOTA MICHAEL WALKER
57. DANIEL DAVID TROMBLEY
58. DANIEL ANTON FERRETTI
59. TINH QUOC TRAN
60. DARREL LEON HOGMAN
61. JAMES WESLEY BRIDGER III
62. JESSE DEAN BROADIE
63. KYLE LEE HEATON
64. MICHAEL LAVERN JEFFERS
65. SPENCER ALLEN OWEN
66. LUCAS CORY WELLS
67. CODY MICHAEL GRAVES
68. MATTHEW COLE ST.CLAIR
69. JOSHUA LEIGH BREWER
70. ROSS MARTIN ELWOOD
71. NICHOLAS JEFFREY HART
72. JONATHON GAGE BARTH
73. RONALD ALAN WIGER
74. KYLA REI STRETTON
75. WENDY LOU MERMAN
76. CHRISTOPHER WILLIAM CAMERON
77. MARK PAUL SHENOSKY
78. MIGUEL ALEX MENDOZA
79. ANTHONY TODD TILDE
80. PHILLIP JAMES HUTTON
81. JONATHAN LUKE JOHNSON
82. JESSE CHRISTOPHER JOHNSON
83. MOLLY LYNNE HOLLIDAY
84. CHRIS CASTANEDA
85. SEAN MIKEL CITRON
86. JAMES LEWIS ROHRIG
87. COREY REES SMITH
88. ADAM WESLEY NEE
89. WILLIAM EVERETT DUPEN
90. DOUGLAS DEAN FOLEY
91. ADRIANE LEE MELCHER
92. DANIEL AVILA HERMOSILLO  
93. LORI ANNE LORAN  
94. ANDREW WILLIAM WINSLOW  
95. ANDREW KENT RATKOVIAK  
96. ANDREW J EDMOND BENACK  
97. BRANDI NICOLE ANDERSON  
98. SCOTT L. ALBERTSON  
99. SEPIANIA LETULI JR  
100. AMER BRKIC  
101. ANDREW JOHN DEVILLIERS  
102. JORDAN ALLEN THIBEDEAU  
103. SAMUEL KENNETH GALLAS  
104. JAMES DENNIS BURTON JR.  
105. GEOFF A. ASCHOFF  
106. TYLER LEON HORNOR  
107. JEAN-LUC E. LAFONI (A.)  
108. MICHAEL SCOTT HORNOR JR.  
109. DUSTIN WILLIAM KOEHN  
110. MITCHELL ALLEN SLAGLE  
111. AMY LYNN OLINGER  
112. SHAYD DANIEL WARREN  
113. CHRIS EDWIN LIKE  
114. GARY LEE GAGLIARDI  
115. BRITTANY KAY BRIDGER  
116. QUINTEN ANTHONY WYLAND  
117. JUSTIN STUART MACGREGOR  
118. EZEQUIEL AMBRIZ AGUILAR  
119. COLIN JOHN TAYLOR  
120. MEGHAN MARGARET MULKEY  
121. CHRISTOPHER KEITH PIERCE  
122. JOEL DUANE ITTNER JR.  
123. CODY LEE DIRKSEN  
124. JOSHUA DYLAN MASON  
125. KIP DOYLE GUSTAV TEMPLETON  
126. ROBIN ELIOT GIBSON  
127. MATTHEW SCOTT KIELMAN  
128. JOHN ALLEN DRAGG  
129. SHAWN EDWARD MARTIN  
130. STEPHANIE LYNN BAILEY  
131. JOSHUA SCOTT MURRELL  
132. CRYSTAL GAIL ROGERS  
133. BRANDON MICHAEL SWANSON  
134. ARTHUR THOMAS RAUSCH  
135. SCOTT WAYNE SARKINEN  
136. CHASE STEVEN COLE  
137. JASON PAUL WETMORE
138. ROBERT WILLIAM REYNOLDS
139. MICHAEL BRIAN FANTAZIA
140. JOHN BRADDOCK JACOBS
141. JEFFREY SCOTT FRY
142. RANDY VIN MCVICKER
143. RICHARD JAMES MURRAY
144. MIKE DUNEN ENSUNSA
145. DANIEL BURNELL NYE
146. SARA MICHELLE MORIN
147. ANDREY MICHAYLOVICH KHIMICH
148. KYLE GALLENTINE
149. DEAN ALLEN WHITSON
150. AARON PATRICK MULLANE
151. PATANA VONG
152. DANNY DWIGHT IRBY
153. BENJAMIN VINCENT JOHNSON
154. COLE DAVIES MCKISSON
155. JESSE REID PREWITT
156. KENDRA LANE FRANCE
157. DANIEL ANTHONY SALCIDO
158. JERAY ODELL BELL
159. TREVOR NICHOLAS LEE
160. TAYLOR MAURICE BRUSSEAU
161. EVAN DONALD PICKETT
162. ROBIN MAXINE ROBERTSON
163. BLAKE RICHARD WILLIAMS
164. JEFFREY ALLAN CHARLES
165. SCOTT HALLADAY LANEY
166. CHARLES FREDRICK HEWITT
167. ALAN DANIEL MOORE
168. LEWIS DENNIS LEVANEN
169. BRIAN S. JOHNSON
170. CODY WREN STREATER
171. GABRIELLA PANTEL
172. MANUEL BUENDIA-AVENDANO
173. CHAD MICHAEL GOODSON
174. PAUL BRIAN WHITSON
175. RYAN MICHAEL MCKINNEY
176. PATRICK M ENDICOTT
177. ELISIVA VI WEILERT
178. ALDIS GLADWYNN RICHARDSON
179. RANDY ALAN LANG
180. RICKIE LAMONT HENDRIX
181. JOSE A. PINEDA
182. DONALD ELOY HOLLIDAY
183. MERRICK DALE JOHNSON
184. THOMAS JANES BROWER
185. TERRELL VALENTINO FOSTER
186. TAMARA LYNN RUECKER
187. DONTAE LAMONT PORTER
188. CHRIS K PAHUOKOA
189. LOGAN JIM ELLINGSON
190. EVAN PAUL SIMMS
191. STEVEN KELSEY BRADSHAW
192. KODY ALEX LEHTO
193. DOMINIC OSCAR SORIANO
194. NICHOLAS JAMES DODSON
195. KEN N NASH
196. CRYSTAL MARIE BOYER
197. MARCUS JOHN BECKER
198. THAD A BELL
199. NEILL CHAND DASS
200. ELWIN VAN RASMUSSEN
201. CORDELL EDWARD HATTAN
202. DAVID JAMES WOON
203. JAMES LEE ORR
204. JAMES LAWRENCE WEBB
205. LEAH MARGARET BJORNSTROM
206. SCOTT ANTHONY SMITH
207. TYLER HENRY VEA
208. STEPHANIE ANN KING
209. DAUNTE DEVON PASCHAL SR.
210. DANIEL GEORG NICKEL
211. JENNIFER DEVON BREAKER
212. AIDEE YVONNE MORENO
213. ELI VICTOR DUNCAN
214. JULIAN MARK GOMEZ
215. ZACHARY KYLE UNDERWOOD
216. JONATHAN VINCENT WEHAGE
217. JOSHUA MICHAEL JENKINS
218. HEATHER ANN UNWIN
219. DARIN CHARLES MILLIKAN
220. ALEXANDER JOSEPH FINN
221. CHRISTOPHER MICHEAL LEE BOLLIE
222. MIKE DEAN GWYNN
223. NIKOLAI POLOVINKIN
224. SETH M. STROUP
225. DANIEL P.L. SHALDUHA
226. MACKENZIE DUKE MEADOWS
227. JOSEPH F. O'NEILL JR.
228. KYLE ROBERT HAWKINS
229. JADE MILTON JENNINGS
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230. KALEI BUSTER BUCHANAN
231. CARSE JEFFREY MICHAEL
232. NATE ALLAN MCMILLAN
233. WILLIAM TODD BREWER
234. MICHAEL PATRICK DOYLE
235. RYAN KILGORE HIATT
236. BENJAMIN CRUZ
237. COLLIN GENE JOHNSTON
238. ALEC LEROY JOHNSTON
239. RONALD JAMES HOUDENPYLE JR.
240. DONNIE WILLIAM SCHWARTZ
241. ERIC DESHAUN HILL
242. SARAH ELIZABETH HENNESSEY
243. JEFF RAYMOND SOUMOKIL
244. TODD LEE GEISLER
245. CRAIG R. PHILLIPPS
246. STEVE LAVON RADEMACHER
247. CHRISTOPHER BANKER
248. BROOKE LYNN COLE
249. CLAY MICHAEL RIPPEY
250. ALISHA N. MELTON
251. LUKE REED VEITENHEIMER
252. JUSTIN SHELBY AMOS
253. BRANDON ROBERT SCOTT BROWN
254. CHRISTOPHER DAVID COTTRELL
255. JEFFREY DAVID MILLER
256. TRAVIS MICHAEL KOMM
257. TRAVIS DUSTIN MOORE
258. JERIMIAH WALTER DYER
259. TYLER ANTHONY MUSTAFA
260. AARON LOUIS KYLLO
261. KYLE JORDAN FREDRICKSON
262. RONNIE STEVE LEVANEN
263. BENJAMIN BRENDAN JOHNSON JR.
264. ALAN TIMOTHY TIKKA
265. RAYMOND JAMES JOHNSON
266. RUBEN MACHIALER ALBA
267. WILLIAM DANIEL SHOWALTER
268. KARA JO CANNON
269. TROY JAMES MULLEN
270. ANDREW TIMOTHY SEARING
271. NOAH DANIEL GOODWIN
272. JAMES WILLIAM CARLYLE
273. TYLER AUSTIN SHARP
274. THOMAS MARINE KUZMANICH
275. WILLIAM HENRY SMITH
276. SHELBY ROSE QUINTANA
277. LAURA M MODRALL
278. TIMOTHY ALLEN SODDEN
279. JOHN MICHAEL PAUL
280. AHMED POLUTAN
281. ALEC NEAL FULLER
282. MICHAEL WILLIAM SNIDER
283. CURRAN ALLEN KRAUSMAN
284. MARISOL ANNE OBRAS
285. TAYLOR ANTHONY RAY-JONES
286. SAGE IVAN SCOTT
287. JEFFERY ALAN NEINSTADT
288. CHADRICK ALLEN MCKEE
289. AARON JAMES KNIGHT
290. ROBERT DEAN CHAMBLEE
291. BRYAN RAY HUGO
292. ZAK GLENN FRASIER
293. JOHN WESLEY GRIFFIN
294. SEAN MICHAEL FLOHAUG
295. KENDRA NICOLE JACKSON
296. BRADLEY ALLEN BAILEY
297. REESE DALTON EELLS
298. ROBERT COREY SHULL
299. JONATHAN R HASKINS
300. RYAN MITCHELL COX
301. JACOB CHANTRY SCOTT
302. MILES JACOB PARKER
303. JOHN MELTON THRASHER
304. CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL ROBELLO
305. TYSEN ROY MASSIE
306. PARIS NICOLE HENDRIX
307. BRANDON NICHOLAS UNDERWOOD
308. RILEY JAMES HORNER
309. CALEB RODNEY NYLUND
310. AMANDA JO BREAKER
311. CIERRA CHRISTINE MACEO
312. RAYMOND DELMAR WHEELER
313. BRANDON LOWELL HOWARD
314. SEAN RAYMOND VALENTINE
315. RICHARD DEAN IVERSON
316. TANNER J PALLAMOUNTER
317. DANIEL BENNETT FOX
318. CORY CLINTON CRAWFORD
319. RYAN MARK CUPPA
320. JEROME LEE WARREN
321. DAVID EUGENE DENTEN
322. MATTHEW MICHAEL DOTSON
323. KYLE LEE DIRCKSEN
324. JAMES ROBERT DAVIS
325. COREY JAMES HARRELL
326. JEREMY ALAN TRACHSEL
327. CHARLES WADE KEITH
328. DONTA RESHAN LAWRENCE
329. JENNIFER ANN BIRD
330. TONY LEWIS KANGAS
331. SHAWNI MARIE VAN VESSEM
332. RYAN JAMES HUMISTEN
333. COLIN MICHAEL WOLF
334. ANTON NORMAN GUSTAFSON
335. STEVEN ARTHUR BERRY
336. JORGE LUIS SILVA
337. JAYSON CONRAD HENKEL
338. BRANDON MATTHEW FINCH
339. ANDREENA MAY GALLARDO
340. ODEN RAY MCGREEEVY
341. CHRISTIAN ANTHONY SCOTT
342. LAWRENCE ROYAL SEFTON IV
343. LOGAN ROSS MCWHORTER
344. TYSON JAMES GALLAS
345. JOSEPH ROBERT HECKER II
346. JACOB SAMUEL RATLIFF
347. MASON GUY OBRIST
348. DALE EDWARD BEARD
349. IAN KYLE MCELLRATH
350. PAULA MARIE QUIGLEY
351. CODY RAY EVANS
352. KEVIN JAMES ROBERTI
353. JAY LELAND NELSON
354. RYAN EDWARDLEE ANDERSON
355. DEREK DEAN TROST
356. DALTON JAMES DEBORD
357. ROBERT LEE CHICK
358. DAVID LEIF ANNISKETTE
359. DON OPOKA
360. CURTIS RYAN LEMONT
361. DARRON LEWIS MOORE
362. CAMERON DAVID BOYER
363. NICHOLAS AUGUST MATSON
364. LYLE GENE STUBBLEFIELD
365. MARY ALISA ORTH
366. ROCKY LEE RENO II
367. JOSHUA KENNETH JOHNS
368. TYLER WARREN JOHNSON
369. JARED LARRY CLARK
370. STEPHANIE MARIE BERRY
371. BLAKE ANTHONY JACKSON
372. JORDAN SCOTT CLARK
373. DELANEY WYSINGLE
374. RONALD EUGENE JONES JUNIOR
375. DALLAS LEVI WELLS
376. LOGAN JAMES FLINTOFF
377. CRISTINA AMBRIZ AGUILAR
378. AUSTIN TAYLOR SHANER
379. RICHARD R GRAY
380. ANTHONY DAVID GUNTER
381. AIDAN CHRISTOPHER VON HUSEN
382. BRADLEY WAYNE TIERNEY
383. LOREN LESLIE FRY
384. JOSEPH G. ROMERO JR.
385. NICHOLAS GENE KAUNTZ
386. JESSE DAKOTA GRAVES
387. ROBERT JOSEPH ROUILLE JR.
388. HANK ROBERT BEAM
389. JEFFERY SCOTT POPHAM
390. EMILIO ANTONIO ROMERO
391. KACY ALLEN SAMPLES
392. SPENCER MICHAEL DESMET
393. CHRISTIAN ROBERT LUGO
394. NATHAN MICHAEL STACHURSKI
395. LEVI RYAN PARSONS
396. TRAVIS JOHN MOORE
397. PATRICK AULIS TANNINEN
398. WOODY RAY THOMAS
399. SHELBY MARIE MURRELL
400. JASON LANDON MCGHEE
401. JOSE G CAMARGO
402. RYAN SCOTT DUNCAN
403. DEVIN REED MOUSER
404. JEFFREY STEVEN MARTIZIA
405. MICAH MONTEGOMERY PHILLIPS
406. ROMAN GABRIEL LINES
407. JOSE FLORES SR.
408. CLAY TANNER WARD
409. BRADLEY MICHAEL HEYER
410. AMANDA LYNN FLORES
411. EARL ELLIS
412. JESSY ALLEN HALLOCK
413. WILLETTE MAE LEE
414. NOAH KEALII DOUCETTE
415. JOHN JOSEPH BOWN
416. MICHAEL BRUNO PANCIARELLI
417. FRANCIS OUK
418. GANEY MALETINO TUALA
419. MATTHEW CHARLES HILDMAN
420. BLAKE AARON HOWLAND
421. ROSS AARON WILLIAMS
422. DESIRRE ELAINE STEINMETZ
423. CALDON BRADFORD CULY
424. ZACH QUIN FUJIOKA
425. SHONDI KAYE FOLEY
426. DANIEL JOSEPH KRUGER
427. ROYCE SAMUAL-SIMON HAUFF
428. RANDY GRANT LEES
429. TY RANDAL THOMPSON
430. RANDAL CHARLES BERNHARDT JR
431. AMANDA KATE SANDERS
432. BRAD AARON EDWARDS
433. GRANT COLEMAN WYERS
434. LAUREN NICOLE HENDRICKSON
435. SEAN THOMAS LENNON
436. KACEY JEANETTE HELLEM
437. MICHAEL JAMES WOLFE
438. CHRIS JAMES LANG
439. RICHARD BENJAMIN PALMER
440. ANDREW JAMES CLOKE